FEATUEGS

16 If the Shoe Fits
Scott MacCallum speaks to Joe Hughes about his 25 years at Llangollen Golf Club, and how he’ll differentiate between his roles by the shoes that he is wearing.

25 Turf Pest Creatures Great and Small
Part of a series of articles aimed at a varying readership. If you’re new to greenkeeping, read this month’s Entry Level piece. Dr Terry Mahbott discusses how the food chain can cause bigger problems to your turf, and gives examples of the chemicals that can help you nip this in the bud.

30 Course Disease Alert
Dr Kate Enwise offers details of two newly emerging turf diseases: Rapid Blight – a non-fungal disease and Brown Ring Patch – a non-fairy ring disease.

34 Viva Las Vegas
What happens in Vegas doesn’t stay in Vegas, as George Pitts allows us to take a sneak peak inside his diary and tells us what the BBOGA Delegation, sponsored by Bernhard and Co, got up to at The Golf Industry Show.

41 Managing with Loss
Lens is more as Malcolm Peake found out after attending the “Managing with Loss” workshop, which was held at Temple Golf Club.

44 Alternative Mowers
James de Haviland continues with his monthly check on the machinery market.
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